Disease & Conditions leverage Primal’s best in-class anatomy models with expertly written, peer reviewed clinical content to learn anatomy from a clinical perspective.

Either as a companion for the student on a medical ward, or for the clinician explaining a condition to a patient, Disease & Conditions teaches anatomy as it is presented day-to-day.

This product includes:

**88** Clinical conditions
In-depth and highly accurate information on 88 clinical conditions written by experts across multiple clinical specialties.

**80** Movies
80 focused and concise movies explaining the underlying anatomy and pathophysiology of the conditions.

**400+** Slides
400+ labeled slides, featuring both healthy and diseased 3D models.

**250+** PDFs
A collection of over 250 pdfs explaining causes, symptoms, and treatments specific to conditions.

It is perfect for:

- Understanding the relationship between anatomy and clinical presentation, with video, slide and written content.
- Teaching in small and large group settings with concise movies that enhance engagement and promote discussion.
- Preparing revision materials or patient education materials with printable PDFs.
- Supplementing your other Primal products with even more clinical content and consistent, high-quality 3D visuals.
- Enlivening presentations, patient education handouts, and course materials with simple-to-use global save, share and embed features.

Disease & Conditions is included in:

- PREMIER PACKAGE
- HEALTHCARE SOLUTION
- MEDICAL EDUCATION SOLUTION
- NURSING & MIDWIFERY EDUCATION SOLUTION

Compatible with macOS, iOS, Windows and Android.
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